
From: Vincenzo Sanguineti
To: Mike Murray
Cc: Jim Lyons; jeff wells; Stephen Kayota; Ona Ferguson
Subject: request from the NCBBA
Date: 09/30/2008 09:40 PM

Dear Mike;
I read your answer to the request of Mr. Keene and Mr. Joyner to open the Southern villages beaches,
and I appreciate your standing. The beaches of Buxton, Frisco, and Hatteras should stay closed until
the neg/reg process defines the appropriate regulations.
(Incidentally, many of us are aware how SO#7 was squeezed out of an outgoing superintendent,
without any due process.)
 
I also note that both Mr. Joyner and Mr. Keene are members of the regulating Committee. I therefore
refer you to the following point listed in the NPS News Release:
 
"*Members and alternates understand that a decision to take legal,
      political or media action may seriously compromise negotiations.
I respectfully ask for the Committee to discuss whether such unilateral attempts to influence due
process may be considered "not abiding to the groundrules"  defined by the NPS, and therefore a
"breach" that should be recorded, for future reference "including use in any formal submittals to a
court". For a member and his alternate to try and circumvent a decision process while the decision is
discussed in a subcommittee, appears to me to go all the way against a commitment to work toward a
consensus!
 
I may sound  too picky on details; however (and I fully agree with you on this point), unless we are
very clear and strict about the rules concerning what is allowed and what is not, the negotiation
process will not go anywhere. Your providing a list of groundrules is a very good step in corralling the
process to stay in focus and within civil boundaries.
 
My best;
 
Vincenzo Sanguineti
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